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About This Content

Take some load off your fingers with this brand new special edition Zombie Auto Clicker.

You will receive 1 Auto Clicker and the special Zombie skin.

Get it Now!

You can assign the Auto Clicker to do the following:
- Automatically click on monsters 10 times a second.

- Continuously level up a hero.
- Activate a skill when it's ready.
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A fun module in the logistical game world and a couple of really cool easter egg puzzles.

Otherwise pretty straight forward for a newer player. 9\/10. Not that bad, buy it with the bundle.. It's a really good game. Easy to
learn, competitive, but not overdoing it, simple, but nice graphics. 10/10. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YOU!. I have seen the
face of God.. I had really high hopes for this game but sadly it falls short. I love climbing games and climbing is not bad at all.
The game is well optimized and looks nice ( If u like the cartoonish art style). Sadly I was hoping for more story. After I
completed the game which took under 60 min I still had no clue what it was about. I actually thought the game was loading the
next level but instead it was over which was a huge disappointment. The game had a lot of potential but at this point in time, I
can not recommend it for the price. If you like climbing games, don't mind the short playtime and find it for 5$ or less you
should try it out.. not a bad minecraft skyblock sim at low settings. So glad there's a sequel! Great attention to detail - a lot of
nice small touches.
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A fun game harking back to the classic RPG \/ Strategy games of yore. Very polished, fun and challenging.. I WANT TO RIP
MY SKIN OFF JARBOE I'M SORRY

WAKE ME UP INSIDE
(CANT WAKE UP)
SAVE MEEEEE. HARDER than Dark Souls( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). I loved this game. Most missions are
really fun and there is a nice sense of exploration early on in the game despite the limited island scale. There is a reasonable
amount of replayability in trying to attain full stars on the missions ranging from Pilotwings style fly through the rings to target
practice and later on, a few nice boss encounters. Some of the puzzles are fun but I would have liked to see more and more
intricate puzzles, seeing as these are the same devs who developed the awesome 'The room' series. Finally a word of caution, as
others have stated, this is at the extreme end of VR experiences because you control your left right turning with a thumb stick
which can be a little bit disorientating, or nausia enducing in some.. I WISH I COULD \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING PLAY
THIS GAME IT LOOKS SO BAD\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665BUT ITS DOESNT LANUCH FML. I just wish that
there was an option to save after each round. I rarely have time to commit an hour for a game like this. And so far I've only
played on the easiest map. There's no telling if the harder maps take longer.
And to prevent people from just loading a game after they fail, make the game delete the save file after one death.. Has its
downfalls, but overall a great RTS.. This game would have been great except for the fact you cannot replay hands to try to get a
perfect score. That alone makes it very frustrating if your like me and strive to get a perfect score at the end. I got the game in a
bundle sale so can't complain about the price but I would not have paid for this game on it's own knowing I could not replay the
hands.
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